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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
College students
. The number of young people In col-
lege has increased markedly during the past decades. All
signs indicate that this trend will continue (Keezer, Ij.)
.
Yet little is known about the actual buying practices of this
enlarging segment of our population.
Observation of unmarried college students Indicates a
rather affluent group as evidenced by the clothes they wear,
the cars thay drive, and the places they go for entertainment.
Normally it is assumed that thi3 mode of living is financed
by the parents.
One obvious difference between the college students
today and the college students of yestei'year is the number
of married students on the campuses. Prior to World War II
few college students were married (Christopherson, Vandiver,
and Krueger, 12) . Since that time the proportion of married
to non-married students has increased. Gerson (18) stated
that in 1956, one out of every six college students between
the ages of eighteen and twenty-four was married. A slight
increase over this number has occurred at Kansas State Uni-
versity in the last decade. The records show that during the
1966 fall semester at Kansas State University one out of
every five college students was married (see Appendix D)
.
Observation of the married students and how they live leads
2one to assume that they are lss3 affluent than the non-mar-
ried students.
Need for res earch. Level of education has a marked
effect upon the person as a consumer. A recent article (17,
p. 38B) 3tated that "(as) education is attained youth become
more possession minded." Results of a survey of college
freshmen girls by Seventeen (7) and a survey conducted by
Time magazine (17) indicate that the above statement appears
to be true. These surveys are brief and leave many q\?.estion3
unanswered. For example, do the buying practices of college
students differ according to their marital status 1? Informa-
tion relating specifically to the buying practices of married
and non-married college students was not found in the liter-
ature.
Questions have been raised about the mail-order buying
practices of college 3tudents.* This method of purchasing is
reported (16, 23, and 11) to be gaining rapid popularity.
College students might be a group that would be a potential
market for merchandise offered in catalogs. They are limited
somewhat in their shopping expeditions by lack of free time,
lack of familiarity with stores in college towns, and for
those who don't own cars, lack of transportation.
Married students are now a larger segment of the
This study was supported in part by a grant from
the J. C. Penney Company to do research on the mail orderbuying o.f college students.
college population. Many appear to have a limited income so
their buying practices merit special attention. Good manage-
ment of their resources is important in the attainment of
good family relations.
Purposes of t hi s study . The purposes of this study,
which focused on married and non-married students at Kansas
State University, were:
1. To investigate selected buying practices related
to what, where, and when goods are purchased,
2. To examine the use and role of mail order
catalogs,
3. To study the source of income that supports
these selected spending practices.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OP THE LITERATURE
A review of available literature concerning the buying
practices of :narried and non-married college students re-
vealed that there is little organized data dealing directly
with the subject. This is especially true of information
pertaining to nail order buying by college students. Related
studies however, provide some background information regard-
ing both married and non-married students, consumption pat-
terns and educational levels, and mail order buying.
Today's college stoden_ts. "A generation ago only 1
out of every Ik in the 18 to 2i| age group was enrolled in
college. Now 1 out of every 1; is enrolled (Wilson, 3°, p.
382)." Aside from the increased number and proportion of
young people going to college there appears to be ether nota-
ble differences between today's collegian and his predeces-
sors, even those of the previous decade (22 and 9)
.
The college student of the present, time is more likely
:to have come from a much wider and. diversified background
than former students. Increasing numbers of college students
come from families of lower socio-economic status and minor-
ity groups. Higher percentages of the collegians come from
urban backgrounds and larger high schools (9 and 36)
.
A widening age span is evident among undergraduate
students. This might be explained partially by the fact that
/5
increasing numbers of students are earning part of their way
through school. College marriages, almost unheard of before
19U0, are another factor responsible for the broadening age
range (Wise, 9)
.
Married undergraduates are attending colleges in in-
creasing numbers. All indications seen to point out that
married college students are a permanent part of the campus
scene rather than a passing trend of the veterans of World
War II and Korea. Census figures from the United States De-
partment of Commerce (8) showed that 21.9 per cent of the
college population in 1965 was married. These same statis-
tics revealed that during 1965, 25.1)- per cent of the total
male college population was married while only 16.29 per cent
of the total female college population was married. A higher
percentage of male students are married than female. However,
there has been a slight decrease, 28.5 per cent to 25. 1+ per
cent, of the total male married students from I960 to 1965,
and slight increase, 15.3 per cent to 16.2 per cent of the
total married female students.
Educators and parents encourage students who marry
"while in college to complete their education. Too often the
wife terminates, wholly or in part, her higher education.
For tomorrow's world it is important for the wife to also
continue with college in order to minimize the chances of an
educational gap developing.
Muller (26, p. 155) stated that "only one out of ten
6college husbands keep their wives also in school and only one
in three of them takes full-time work." A group of eight stu-
dent wives at Ohio State University, who were interviewed by
Hooflin (39) in 1955 appeared to agree that combining study
with marriage was easier if the husband also was attending
college
.
Financial status of college s tudents. College stu-
dents today, have more money to spend than their predecessors
(Wise, 9). According to a survey reported in Printers Ink
(Kent, 22, p. 2k) "college students have 37 per cent more to
spend than the average American. n Married students however,
are not as affluent. Limited finances are reported to be
their primary problem (12, llj., and 3?). Huller (26) found
that married students are more likely to hold jobs while at-
tending school than single students.
Lovell (1|1) reported that in a study of thirty-four
married couples at Kansas State University during the spring
semester of 1963, half of the student husbands and about one-
fourth of the student wives worked part time as well as being
'enrolled as a full-time student. Perry (29) reported that
the chief source of income for married students is part-bime
or full-time employment. In 1956 Rogers (31) conducted a
study at Iowa State University and found that 60 per cent of
the single students as opposed to 13 per cent of the married
students received financial assistance from their home. In
a study of married students attending the University of
7Arizona during 1958-1959, Christopherson, Vandiver, and Krueger
(12) found that none of the married students received full fi-
nancial support from parents. Molaison (lj.2) in a study of
married undergraduate students where both the wife and husband
were enrolled in college found that 20 per cent of the couples
reported both sets of parents as their sole sources of income.
Numerous articles in popular magazines suggest that many mar-
ried students receive indirect financial assistance from their
parents. Molaison (1|2) found that the married student couples
at Auburn University reported that more items had been given
to them than they had purchased or were purchasing.
Buying practices of college students . Little informa-
tion is reported in the literature concerning the over all
buying practices of college students although limited studies
dealing with certain specific aspects of their buying prac-
tices are available. Attention to the buying practices of
college students is pertinent because the group is becoming
larger all the time.
In 19i|-l , Crawford (3) reported that a study of college
students' expenditures was becoming a more significant part
of the general problem of consumer spending than in former
years. This statement is even more true today when a rising
percentage of the population is young (Wass, 3^) and in-
creasing numbers are college students. Waldon ih-S, p. 65)
wrote that "to improve methods of buying cne must know the
buying habits of different ages and socio-economic backgrounds."
One of the most frequently reported aspects of the buying
practices of college students is the influence of hone town
size.
Windhorst (l;6) in an analysis of clothing expenditures
of 200 sophmore, junior, and senior women at Kansas State
University in 191+3 found that garments were frequently pur-
chased in the home town by 33.0 per cent, in larger towns by
60.5 per cent and by mail by 10.5 per cent.
In 1965, Carlson (38) interviewed 191). freshmen women
at Kansas State University. She noted that the location of
the store and the brand of merchandise sold were most impor-
tant to respondents coming from home communities of 10,000
or more
.
Jung (21) in a study dealing iirith the purchasing of
dresses, skirts, and coats by college women at the University
of Missouri, found that a greater percentage bought their ap-
parel needs in their home town or a major city near their
home. Students coming from large cities purchased more in
their home towns than those coming from smaller communities.
-The longer a girl had attended college the more likely she
was to buy in the local college stores. However local col-
lege stores were used mainly to fill in gaps. The main rea-
sons given for buying outside of the college towns were lower
prices, financial assistance from parents, and better selec-
tion of goods
.
Influence of educational leve l on consumption
9patterns . Caplovitz (1) noted that education was closely
associated with differences in shopping practices and knowl-
edge of community agencies. A survey conducted by Street and
Smith and reported in Printers Ink (33) indicated that women
with college backgrounds consume more than women without col-
lege backgrounds. As the results of a 1953 survey of 1,000
randomly selected families living in all parts of the United
States, Mueller (5) found that when purchasing durable goods
50 per cent of the people with college education shopped at
several stores while only 29 per cent of the people with lower
education shopped at several stores. Forty- two per cent of
the college educated people sought published information when
buying a product while only 21 per cent of the people with a
lower education sought such information. Mueller also found
that people with a lower education were more brand conscious
than those with a higher education.
From a survey of sixty households classified according
to stages in the life cycle, Waddell ()-|l|.) reported that price
comparison shopping was most often considered least worth-
while by housewives over fifty years of age and those with
higher educations. The respondents who were in the two
youngest life cycles were reported to have reacted stronger
to consumer problems than respondents in the later stages of
the life cycle. Waddell found that the younger people were
more likely to express anger, stop trading, or write letters
if they were dissatisfied with a product or situation.
10
College educated people have made the marketing world
step back and readjust their focus. In the past most market-
ing was considered on a one dimensional basis, that of income.
Todays marketing experts must consider selling on a three di-
mensional piano "(1) education which helps determine the
values people place on different goods and services; (2) oc-
cupation which determines standards of living and buying; and
(3) income which provides the means for people to buy (28,
P. 33). ,! Various studies (2, 20, 2)|, and 1|1|.) seem to support
the view that income alone is not an adequate guide to con-
sumption patterns.
Increased education, higher discretionary purchasing
power, and more leisure time have helped bring about a change
in the mode of living and taste of the people. This has been
reflected in the gradual shift from the old idea of "keeping
up with the Jones's" and closely following the dictates of a
certain few to the expression of individual taste (13).
Dichter (15, p. 7) affirms this trend when he states that the
"most striking phenomenon of today's consumer- rebellion is
the search for inner satisfaction."
Mall order buying
. Naimark (27) predicts that in the
future there will be a shift in the point-of-purchase of mer-
chandise from the store to the home. The following are listed
as main factors contributing to the shift-of-purchase trend:
disenchantment with retail establishments, growth and accept-
ance of private and house-brand merchandise, and the expansion
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of mail-order and telephone shopping from catalogs (Naimark,
27). Catalog buying is already important and predictions
(23 and 35) are that it will hold a more important place in
the future
.
McDonald (25) states that approximately a quarter of
Sears sales are now made through the catalogs. Naimark (37,
p. 17) states that "federal estimates indicate that the cat-
alog volume for 1963 was up nearly 9 per cent from the pre-
vious year, whereas over the counter department store volume
was gaining at a slower 6J4. per cent rate."
Research studies pertaining to various aspects of
mail order baying have bean conducted primarily by companies
in the business. Little of the information obtained from
these studies has been published.
The old belief that catalog buying was simply for
rural areas and low income families is now passe. In a re-
cent study (Weiss, 35) Sears found that there was no differ-
ence between the shopper in their stores and the shopper who
uses their mail order catalogs. A survey (McDonald, 25) of
Sear's customers found that 28 per cent had family incomes
over $10,000 and 20 per cent classified themselves as tech-
nicians or professional workers.
Two of the available studies indicate that catalog
buying is not limited to rural areas. Weiss (35, p. 86) re-
ported that "Sears does more catalog volume in Chicago, New
York, and Los Angeles than it does in forty-seven of the
12
fifty states."
A survey of mail order shopping in Missoula County,
Montana (Wright and Knowlton, 10) found that the most fre-
quent users of catalogs lived in the heart of the downtown
shopping district. This same study reported that inadequate
merchandise in local stores, lower prices, and convenience
were the three most frequently mentioned reasons given for
ordering from catalogs.
Only two unpublished theses were found that reported
on any aspect of mail order buying by college students and
both were written two or more decades ago. Green (39) re-
ported that 6.0 per cent of 15>0 college" women subjects fre-
quently used catalogs to purchase their garments during 19t+&~
19!|7; while 53.0 per cent had never purchased anything by
mail. Windhorst (!|6) in a study of college women in 191+3
found that 10.0 per cent frequently purchased their garments
by mail.
CHAPTER III
METHOD OP PROCEDURE
The method of procedure used in this study consisted
of (1) developing the research schedule, (2) selecting the
sample, (3) pretesting the research schedule, (h.) administer-
ing the schedule, and (5) analyzing the data.
Developing the research schedule . The research sched-
ule (see Appendix B) contained four basic sections: (1) back-
ground information, (2) shopping practices, (3) income and
management, and (hr ) mail order purchasing.
The research schedule included objective and open end
questions. The majority of questions used were objective to
allow the investigator to ask the greatest number of questions
in the shortest possible time and for ease of ceding.
Selecting the sample . A sample group of sixty married
and sixty non-married students was selected under the direc-
tion of a statistician. The subjects, to be interviewed
during the spring semester, were selected from the 1966 fall
student directory by the use of random number tables. Informa-
tion contained in the files in the Dean of Students office was
used to validate the qualifications of the married students as
candidates for this study. These files were checked to insure
that all possible married candidates were considered.
Sex, class standing, United States citizenship, and
marital status were used as criteria for the selection of
subjects
.
Only juniors and sophomores were selected for this
study because they are likely to have more similar buying
practices than either freshmen or seniors. Various authors
(6 and b.6) indicate that incoming fresh-nan generally buy more
than upperclassmen, and that the buying practices of seniors
change as they prepare for life after graduation.
Kon-married students included only those subjects
never previously married
. Married subjects included only
those students currently living with their husband while both
were attending school.
Married sophomore and junior women comprised 27.5 per
cent of the married women student population at Kansas State
University during the 1966 fall semester (see Appendix C).
Of these junior and sophomore women students, only 55.5 per
cent or ninety-six students met the qualification as specified
for this study. In an attempt to obtain a sample size of as
near to sixty as possible all ninety-six eligible candidates
were eventually contacted. If the respondents did not reply
to the initial letter that was sent they were contacted by
phone. Only twenty-eight persons or 29 per cent agreed to par-
ticipate. Of the sixty-sight eligible students who could not
participate forty-one gave an explanation for their refusal
such as misclassification, move to different towns, and expected
arrival of a child. Twenty-seven refused without any explanation.
Junior and sophomore single women represented l).8.6 per
i$
cent of the total single undergraduate students (see Appendix
C). Because of illness, withdrawals, raisclassification, mar-
riage, and transfer of students, ninety-three single students
were eventually contacted before a sample size of sixty was
reached.
Pretesting the research schedule. The final draft of
the research schedule was administered to four single stu-
dents and two married students who met the qualifications as
possible candidates for this study. The pre-testing was done
in an effort to clarify confusing questions, to catch unfore-
seen problems, to get constructive suggestions and criticism,
and to give the investigator experience in administering the
research schedule. Several changes were made as a result of
the pre-test. Ten girls were asked to read the questions
that were revised for clarity before they were included in
the final research schedule.
Administering the research schedule . An introductory
letter (see Appendix A) was sent to each student explaining
the purpose of the study and inviting her participation. A
self-addressed stamped postcard was enclosed for her reply
(see Appendix A). The students who agreed to participate in
the study were interviewed at their convenience. Appointments
were made and the research schedule was administered between
March 9, 1967 and April 20, 196?. When possible the research
schedule was administered to two or three subjects at once.
The average length of the interview was sixty minutes. All
16
subjects received the same basic instructions before they
were asked to fill out the questionnaire. The investigator
remained with the subjacts while they completed the question-
naire in order to answer any queries that might arise. As
the subjects finished each page of the questionnaire they were
asked to lay the page aside. The investigator then checked
the page for missing or incomplete answers. After the sub-
ject had completed the research schedule she was asked about
incomplete or missing answers.
Analysis of data. Responses from the subjects were
coded for I.B.M, analysis. Answers to the open end questions
were classified and coded.
Percentages were calculated for all responses. The
figures were carried cut two places and rounded off to the
nearest tenth.
Statistical analyses when applicable wore made of the
information obtained from the research schedule. Most ques-
tions were analyzed by use of the contingency chi-square test.
A modified version of Friedman's non-parametric test was used
t'-to analyze two of the questions (see Appendix B, Questions
numbered 1|7 and lj.8) .
Because of the small size of the sample and the fact
that some of the questions had seven or nine possible answers,
several of the responses to the questions were regrouped.
This was done in order to obtain larger numbers to use in cal-
culating chi-squares and to cut down en the number of degrees
17
of freedom. The probability level that was established for
this study as being significant was 0.05, meaning that five
times in a hundred the distribution might be due to chance.
Chi-square values less than the 0.0$ level were not
considered to be significant and were therefore accepted as
being in agreement with the null hypothesis. The basic null
hypothesis used for this study was: there is no difference
in the practices of married and non-married, collegians. When
comparisons were made between two questions within the re-
search schedule instead of comparisons between married and
non-marriod subjects the null hypothesis was: there is no
difference between question A and question B.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The research schedule dealing with selected buying
practices of college students was administered to a total of
eighty-eight sophomore and junior women, sixty single and
twenty-eight married, at Kansas State University during the
1967 spring semester.
Age and class ification of respondents . The majority
of single students W6re nineteen and twenty years old while
the majority of married students were older. Results from
a chi--square test indicate that there was a significant dif-
ference in the ages of married and non-married respondents.
This might be partially explained by the fact that more of
the married respondents than the single students were classi-
fied as juniors.
Social affiliation . A greater percentage of the sin-
gle subjects belonged to a social sorority than did married
students. Chi-square tests revealed that the difference was
significant at the 0.05 level. According to the Dean of Wom-
en (Lahey, l)D) approximately 30 per cent of the single under-
graduate women at Kansas State university belong to sororities.
Forty- three per cent of the single students who participated
in this study belonged to sororities. The relatively high
proportion of sorority members who participated in this study
might be a factor that would have some influence on the
19
results obtained.
Place of residence . The types of dwellings the sub-
jects reported residing in varied according to their marital
status. The majority of single subjects lived in residence
halls (^3.3 per cent) and sorority houses (28.3 per cent).
The two most frequently mentioned places of dwelling by mar-
ried respondents were apartments, (78.6 per cent) and trailers
(17.9 per cent)
.
Si_ze_ of home towns . The single students came almost
equally from small, medium, and large sized towns. Small was
the most frequently mentioned size of home town by married
students. The second highest percentage of the married re-
spondents reported that they came from large towns. Table I
reports the percentages.
TABLE I
POPULATION SIZE OP RESPONDENT'S HOME TOWN
Size of Home Town
Respondents
Single Married
Less than 5,999 31.7 k6.k
6,000 to Z\, 999 35.0 17.9
Over 25,000 33.3 35.7
Employment of parents . Fathers of the married and
20
non-married students were employed in similar occupations.
Chi-square tests revealed that there was no significant dif-
i
ference in their occupations. The three most frequently men-
tioned classifications of father's occupation were as follows:
"professional, executive, proprietor of large business";
"semi-professional, manager, official proprietor of small
business, and farmer (large farm)"; and "skilled worker,
farmer (small farm)".
Chi-square tests revealed that there was no significant
difference between the employment of single respondent's
mothers and the married respondent's mothers. Percentage
figures indicate that approximately one-third of the respond-
ents' mothers were employed full time (31. 7 per cent of the
single and 32.1 per cent of the married) . A little over half
of the subjects' mothers were not employed outside of the
home (51.7 per cent of the single and 57.1 per cent of the
married)
.
Approximate income of parents . Approximately half of
both the married (50.0 per cent) and the non-married (55.0
per cent) collegians who participated in this study reported
that they came from families having an income of $10,000 or
over. These results seem to suggest that college students
come from families with higher than average income levels.
Nearly one-sixth (16.7 per cent) of the single students came
from fanilies earning less than $6,000 a year. A slightly
greater percentage (25 per cent) of the married respondents
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came from families earning less than $6,000. Chi-square
testa showed that there was no significant differences in the
approximate family income levels of the married and single
students
.
Some of the respondents mentioned that they were not
positive about the exact amount of their family's income.
However the respondents probably listed the family income in
the proper range
.
Length of marriage and number of children reported bj
married subjects
. Additional information relating only to
married subjects indicates that the majority (I4.2.9 per cent)
had been married "between 2 and $ years" . The next most fre-
quently mentioned (28.6 per cent) length of marriage was
"more than 6 months but less than 1 year". An equal number
(ll)..3 per cent) of married subjects reported being married
"more than a year but less than 2" and "over 5 years".
More than two-thirds (67.9 per cent) of the married
students had no children. One-fourth (25.0 per cent) had one
child. Only 7.1 per cent of the married students who were
interviewed had two children. None of the married students
had more than two children.
Checking accounts and a llowances
. The great majority
of both married (92.9 per cent) and single (95.0 per cent)
respondents reported that they had personal checking accounts.
SchoT.p (I4.3) in a study of aighty-six married undergraduate
women majoring in home economics in 1961 found a similar high
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percentage of the subjects reporting that they had personal
checking accounts.
Us_e of credit and knowledge of Interest charged. Ap-
proximately the same percentage of married (71.U par cent)
and single (71.7 per cent) respondents used credit. However
a greater percentage of the married students (53.6 per cent)
had knowledge of the interest they were being charged for the
use of credit than did the single subjects (23.3 per cent).
Chi-square tests showed that the difference in awareness of
interest charges for the use of credit by married and non-
married respondents was significant at the 0.05 level.
Schomp (1;3) in a study of married undergraduates re-
ported that 56 per cent of all respondents checker! that they
determined the cost of credit before using it. This corre-
sponds closely with results obtained in this study. The sub-
jects in Schomp' s study reported that the most frequent use
of credit was for education and automobiles. The difference
in knowledge of interest charged for credit that was reported
by the married and non-married students might possibly be ex-
plained by the fact that married students use credit for pur-
chasing larger items such as cars and education while single
students may use credit to purchase smaller items such as
clothing and cosmetics.
Personal charge accounts
. More married subjects (tj.2.9
per cent) reported that they had charge accounts in their own
name than did single students (18. j per cent). Chi-square
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test indicates that the difference between the number of mar-
ried and non-married collegians having charge accounts in
their own name was significant.
Although a relatively small number of single students
had accounts in their own name, over half (519. 3 per cent)
charged items on their parents' account. Only ll}..3 Per cent
of tho married respondents charged items on their parents'
account. Cbl-square tests noted a significant difference in
the number of married and the number of single students who
reported charging on different people's accounts.
Influence of charge accounts on purchasing at stores.
Over half (58.1 per cent) of the single students who indi-
cated that they used credit reported purchasing more readily
at stores where they had an account. Of those married stu-
dents who used credit, only 35.0 per cent reported buying
more readily at stores where they had an account.
Many of the married respondents mentioned that they
charged only gas. Most people who charge gas probably are
influenced to buy more readily at the station where they have
a credit card. This might account for a proportion of the
' married students who reported buying more readily at stores
where they had an account
.
Charging items in Manha t tan . Half of the married stu-
dents who used credit, charged more items in Manhattan than
in other towns. Only II4..O per cent of the single subjects
who used credit reported charging more items in Manhattan
2k
than in other towns. Chi-square test revealed that the dif-
ference was significant. Married students probably charge
more in Manhattan than single students because they purchase
more items in Manhattan than in other towns which is not true
of the single respondents.
Percent of respondents who charge selected items
.
Table II, page 2£, reports the percentage of respondents, ac-
cording to marital status, who charged selected items. Chi-
square tests revealed that there was a significant difference
in the number of married and non-married students who charged
the following items: auto supplies, baby items, clothing,
cosmetics, and novelties. Of the above mentioned items a
greater percentage of married students charged auto supplies
and baby items than did single students. A smaller percent-
age of married students charged clothing, cosmetics, and nov-
elties than did single subjects. The large number (Uo.O per
cent) of single students who reported charging cosmetics was
not expected by the investigator. Neither was the number of
students who reported that they charged dress material. The
.fact that married students charged significantly more auto
'supplies and baby items than single students was not surpris-
ing.
Budgeting of income
. Approximately the same percent-
age of the married subjects (85.7 per cent) as single sub-
jects (83.3 per cent) reported that they attempted to budget
their money. Table III, page 26, provides further information
TABLE II
PER CENT OF MARRIED AND SINGLE RESPONDENTS
WHO CHARGED SELECTED ITEMS
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Items
Respondents
Single
%
Married
%
Art objects 3.3 0.0
*Auto supplies 8.3 35.7
*Baby items 1.7 ik. 3
Books 5.0 7.1
^Clothing 58.3 28.6
*Cosmeties Uo .o 14.3
Household goods 13.3 It. 3
^Novelties 16.7 0.0
Records 10.0 3.6
School supplies 16.7 14.3
Small appliances 8.3 10.7
Sports equipment 6.7 0.0
Toys 6.7 0.0
Tools 1.7 0.0
Material (fabric) 26.7 10.7
Other (specify) 8.3 3.6
^Significant a t the 0.05 level
.
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about the budgeting practices of the respondents. Although
approximately the same percentage of married and single stu-
dents attempt to budgst their money, they do so for different
items. According to chi-square tests there is a significant
difference between the number of married students and the
number of single students who budgeted for "all items", "for
school expenses", and "for clothing". A higher percentage
of married students than single budgeted for "all items".
One hundred per cent of the married respondents budgeted for
school expenses as compared with 25.0 per cent of the single
students. A greater percentage of single students, than mar-
ried reported budgeting for clothing.
TABLE III
ITEMS FOR WHICH MARRIED AND SINGLE
STUDENTS ATTEMPT TO BUDGfiT
Resyiondents
Items
Single
%
Married
%
All items I4.6.7 71.1+
Pood 3.3 10.7
"School expenses 25.0 100.0
*Clo thing 28.3 7.1
Entertainment 8.3 7.1
Other items 3.3 3.6
Significant at the 0.05 level.
Schomp (lj.3) reported in her study that only 62.6 per
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cent of the married people attempted to budget their money
although 93«2 per cent reported that thsy did financial plan-
ning. A much larger percentage of the married students in
this study reported that they attempted to budget their money.
The difference in the types of goods for which the single and
the married respondents indicated they budget suggest that a
difference exists in the attitude of the two groups of stu-
dents toward money. The married students are more concerned
about, their financial resources and plan more carefully.
Sources of income ranked first for schp_ol ejcp_ense_s,
liiL^-JL i.te.P%> and discretionary income. The sources of income
"for school expenses", "for basic items", and "for discre-
tionary income" which were ranked first by the single and the
married subjects are shown in Table IV, page 29. Chi-square
tests indicate that there was a significant difference in the
number of married and single students who ranked parents and
veterans benefits as the chief source of income for all throe
categories of income. A significant difference was noted
also for the number of married and the number of single stu-
dents who ranked "summer job" as the chief source of discre-
tionary income.
The chief source of income for "basic items" and for
"discretionary income" that was most frequently listed by
single students was parents, while married students mentioned
husbands. The largest percentage of both sets of respondents
ranked their parents as the number one source of income for
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school expenses. However, chl-square tests indicate that
there ve.s a significant difference in the number of married
and the number of single students ranking parents as the num-
ber one source of income for school expenses. The next most
frequently mentioned source of income for school expenses
that was ranked first by married subjects was their husbands.
A study of married undergraduate women conducted by an Ad Hoc
Committee cf the National Association of Women Deans and
Counselors (DeLisle, ll|.) reported that husbands and parents
are chief sources cf financial assistance for education.
These findings agree with the findings in the present study
which found that parents and husbands were ranked first as
the chief source of income for school expenses by 57.1 per
cent of the married respondents. Of those married respond-
ents who ranked husband or parents as chief source of income
for school expenses, 1|3.7 per cent ranked their husbands.
The next most frequently mentioned source of income for school
expenses that was ranked first by single students was loan.
Although the largest percentage of students ranked
parents as the number one source cf income for school expenses,
few students (3.5 per cent of the married and 16,6 per cent of
the single) reported that parents were their only source of
income for school expenses. This fact seems to support Wise's
(9) belief that increasing numbers of students are earning
part of their way through school. The very low percentage of
married students who reported that parents were their only
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TABLE IV
PERCENTAGE OP MARRIED AND SINGLE RESPONDENTS MO
RANKED SELECTED SOURCES OF INCOME FIRST
Marital Income for Income for Discretionary-
Sources status school
>
basic
items
%
income for
other items
%
Parents S
M
65.0..
32.1*
68.3
10.7'"'
^6.7„
7.1"
Summer job 3
M
6.7
10.7
3.3
10.7
20.0^
17.9
Part time
job
S
M
.
1.7
0.0
11.7
17.9
23.3
11+.
3
Scholarship S
M
1.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Loan S
M
15.0
21.!+
5.o
7.1
0.0 '
7.1
Veterans
benefits
S
M
0.0„
3.6*
0.0,
3.6"" 3.6*
Husband s
M
0.0
25.0
0.0
1+2.9
0.0
39.3
Other S
M
8.3
7.1
10.0
7.1
8.3
10.7
*Signifleant at the 0.05 level.
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source of income for- school expanses corresponds closely
with Christopher son, Vandiver, and Krueger's (12) findings
that none of the married students received full financial
support from parents.
Amount of monthly discretionary income . The most fre-
quently reported amount of monthly discretionary Income by
both sets of respondents (56.7 per cent of the single and
32.1 per cent of the married) was "$10.00 to $29.00". Chi-
square tests failed to detect any significant difference in
the number of married and non-married students who reported
having various amounts of discretionary income. However, a
greater percentage of married students (28.6 per cent) claimed
to have discretionary income of "over $50.00" than did single
students (10.0 per cent). This might be explained by the fact
that the married respondents may have considered the discre-
tionary income for themselves and their husbands as one and
the same. The discretionary income of single students nor-
mally does not have to provide for as many items, such as in-
surance, as the discretionary income of married students.
Molaison (Ij.2) pointed out that only 10.0 per cent of
...
the couples in her study reported that their incomes were in-
adequate. It might be that although the married students
.
probably would like to have a larger discretionary income
their current income is adequate to meet their basic needs.
Sales personnel
.
When asked to indicate if they liked
to receive help from a sales clerk when selecting items the
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majority of both married (67.9 per cent) and single (80.0 per
cent) subjects stated "sometimes". The two most frequently-
mentioned reasons for liking to receive some sales help were
"to locate items" and "to gain information about the product".
Chi-square tests revealed that there was no significant dif-
ference between the number of married and single respondents
who liked to receive sales help or the reason they listed for
liking to receive help.
Although the greatest majority of respondents indicated
that they sometimes liked to receive sales help, a later ques-
tion in the research schedule revealed that many of the stu-
dents found the clerks unable or unwilling to provide the de-
sired help. Rich and Portis (30) mention that indifferent or
discourteous salesclerks are one of the major causes for dis-
liking shopping.
The respondents were asked to indicate if they liked
to receive sales help in any of the following kinds of stores:
shoe, variety, clothing, discount, hat, mail order catalog,
fabric, furniture, and department. The percentage of subjects
who reported that they liked to receive sales help in the var-
ious stores is shown in Table V, page 33- Th-e two stores that
single interviewees most frequently listed as liking to re-
ceive help in were shoe stores and clothing stores. The two
stores that the married subjects most frequently reported as
liking to receive soma help in were shoe stores and fabric
shops. Both sets of respondents indicated that they least
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liked to receive sales help in discount stores. Rich and
Portis (30) point out that one of the advantages of discount
houses is the speeded up purchasing of goods because you
don't have to wait for uninterested salesclerks.
Chi-square tests revealed that only for fabric shops
was there a significant difference in the number of married
and the number of non-married students who indicated that
they liked to receive sales help. A greater percentage of
married students reported that they liked to receive sales
help in all but two of the stores.
Number of stores consulted before purchasing selected
items
.
The number of stores the svibjects normally consulted
before purchasing selected items is shown in Table VI, page
35. In general, the greatest percentage of all subjects re-
ported that they consulted "2-3 stores" before purchasing.
The one exception to this was for under clothing for which
the greatest percentage of married subjects indicated that
they consulted only "1 store"
.
A later question in this study found that the majority
of married students indicated that they would spend a larger
amount for underwear while the majority of single students
would tend to economise for Tinderwear. In view of this fact
it seems rather odd that the majority of married students
consulted only one store for underwear while the majority of
single students consulted "2-3 stores". A possible explana-
tion might be that the married subjects purchase underwear
33
TABLE V
PER CENT OP RESPONDENTS INDICATING THE? LIKED
TO RECEIVE SALES HELP IN VARIOUS STORES
Respondents
Stores Single Married
% %
Shoes 95.0 92.9
Variety 15.0 17.9
Clothing 56.7 53.6
Discount 5.0 7.1
Hat 13.3 17.9
Mail order catalog 8.3 21. t|.
'Fabric shops 1+8.3 75.0
Furniture 38.3 50.0
Department 38.3 1+2.9
^Significant at the 0.05 level.
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on the basis of brand or store reputation and thus do not
shop around.
A higher percentage of married students than single
reported that they consulted "both mail order catalogs and
stores" before purchasing any of the listed items. Answers
to a later question in this research schedule further sug-
gests that married students use catalogs as reference sources
for purchasing.
Single students consulted "k or more stores" most fre-
quently when they shopped for outer clothing. Married stu-
dents consulted "k or more stores" most frequently when shop-
ping for small appliances. Chi-square tests revealed that
there was a significant difference in the amount of stores
the number of single and married interviewees consulted when
buying outer clothing and small appliances.
Purchasing of items in Manhattan . When asked to indi-
cate whether they purchased more items in Manhattan or in
other towns the greatest percentage of married subjects (75.0
per cent) said Manhattan. The opposite is true of single
subjects who reported purchasing more items in other towns.
Chi-square test showed that the difference was significant.
The responses of the single students correspond with
findings reported by Jung (21) who found that the greatest
percentage of students did not shop in the college towns.
Jung (21) reported also that the longer a girl attended col-
lege the more likely she was to buy in the local college
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TABLE VI
NUMBER OF STORES RESPONDENTS CONSULTED
WHEN SHOPPING FOR SELECTED ITEMS
Marital
status
Number 1 of Stores Consulted
Items 1 2-3 i|. or
more
Catalogs Both catalogs
and stores
*Outer
clothing
S
M
0.0
7.1
1+6.7
11-2.9
36.7
17.9
0.0
0.0
16.7
32.1
Under
clothing
S
M
IH .7
39.3
14-3.3
32.1
3.3
3.6
0.0
0.0
11.7
25.0
Household
good 3
S
M
20.0
21.1*
56.7
35.7
10.0
111.
3
0.0
0.0
10.0
28.6
*Small S
appliances M
15.0
3.6
56.7
35.7
6.7
25.0
0.0
0.0
16.7
35.7
Sports
equipment
S
M
35.0
11+.3
lj.0.0
35.7
6.7
7.1
1.7
0.0
11.7
35.7
"Significant at the 0.05 level.
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stores. This might partially explain why aiore of the married
students buy in Manhattan, for as previously stated more of
the married than single subjects were upperclassmen.
Originally it was assumed that single students went
home more frequently than married students and that this
would be a factor which might influence them to purchase more
items in their home town. However chi-square tests revealed
that there was no significant difference in the frequency of
home visits by married and non-married students.
Comments made by the married respondents leads this
investigator to assume that source of income and timing of
income have an effect on the place of purchase for married
students
.
Enjoyment of shopping in Manhattan. Approximately
half of the married (lt-8.3 Per cent) and half of the single
(1|.2.9 per cent) subjects reported that they liked to shop in
Manhattan. Convenience was the main reason mentioned by both
sets of respondents for liking to shop in Manhattan. The
most frequently mentioned reason for not liking to shop in
Manhattan was the feeling that the stores in Manhattan charged
higher prices than stores in other towns.
The subjects who did not like to shop in Manhattan ap-
peared to have very strong feelings about this. Many wrote
brief sentences about the things they disliked about shopping
in Manhattan; a few wrote paragraphs. Some of the reasons
giv6n by the students included the following: "shoddy
3?
products", "limited selection", "unfriendly stores", "size
hard to obtain", "lack of quality", and "price not suitable
for quality". Many of the subjects complained about the sales
personnel. One subject wrote that she did not like to shop in
Manhattan because of the "dislike, disrespect, and uncourteous
attitude of sales people". Some of the adjectives respondents
used to describe the sales personnel included "uninformed",
"snooty", and "sour".
Although lj-2.9 per cent of the single subjects reported
that they liked to shop in Manhattan only 31.7 par cent re-
ported that they purchased more items in Manhattan than in
other towns. One possible reason for this difference might
be the fact that when shopping at home single students have
the use of their parents' charge accounts as was indicated
in previous discussion. Jung (21) found that the main reasons
students reported for shopping outside of the college towns
were: financial assistance from parents, better selection of
good3, and lower prices.
Seventy-five per cent of the married students indicated
that they purchased more items in Manhattan than in other
towns yet only lj.2.8 per cent said that they liked to shop in
Manhattan. These figures seem to suggest that the married
students would prefer to shop outside of Manhattan if circum-
stances permitted.
Place of purchaso for apparel item .q . Respondents were
asked specific questions about the purchasing of apparel
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items. As shown in Table VII, page 39, the greatest percent-
age of single respondents purchased most apparel items out-
side of Manhattan. Hosiery was the one exception. The great-
est percentage of married interviewees purchased most of their
apparel items in Manhattan. Dress coats, sweaters, date
dresses, formal wear, full slips, and sandals were the only
items that the greatest percentage of married students pur-
chased outside of Manhattan. Chi-square tests revealed that
there was a significant difference in the place of purchase
reported by the number of married and the number of single
students for the following items: dress coats, sweaters,
date drosses, casual dresses, blouses, skirts, full slip3,
half slips, hosiery, underwear/lingerie, and fabric material.
Most number of sele cted items purchased while on a
shopping trip . The respondents were asked to indicate the
mo3t number of certain selected items that they had purchased
on one shopping trip. The data as shown in Table VIII, page
I4.2, revealed that the highest percentage of both married and
single respondents bought only one at a time of the following
items: dress coats, sport coats, sport jackets, suits,
slacks, sweaters, date dresses, casual dresses, formal wear,
full slips, half slips, sandals, and sleepwear. Items for
which the highest percentage of subjects, either single or
married, reported that they bought more than one while on a
single shopping trip were as follows: shorts, blouses, skirts,
shoes, hosiery, underwear/lingerie, and fabric material.
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TABLE VII
PLACE RESPONDENTS MOST FREQUENTLY PURCHASED
SELECTED ITEMS
Marital
status
Place Purchased
Items
Outside of
Manhattan
In
Manhattan
%
Through
catalogs
%
*Dress coat S
M
W.3
17.9
1.7
10.7
0.0
0.0
Sport coat S
M
33.3
10.7
11.7
17.9
0.0
0.0
Sport jacket S
M
18.3
7.1
8.3
17.9
5.0
0.0
Suit S
M
33.3
17.9
11.7
17.9
1.7
0.0
Slacks 3
M
51.7
25.0
31.7
53.6
0.0
3.6
^Sweaters S
M
63.3
32.1
18.3
28.6
1.7
0.0
Shorts S
M
33.3
34.3
18.3
25.0
0.0
0.0
*Date dress S
M
5o.o
17.8
15.0
7.1
0.0
0.0
*Casual dress S
M
56.7
214
16.7
35.7
0.0
0.0
'Formal wear s
H
30.0
14.3
3.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
Shirt/blouse s
M
55.0
17.9
26.7
5o.o
1.7
0.0
Skirts S
M
kS.3
17.9
23.3
28.6
1.7
3.6
*Slips (full) 3
M
53.3
lit.
3
5.0
7.1
3.3
0.0
»*o
TABI.-E VII (continued)
Marital
status
PIace Purchased
Items Outside of In Through
Manhattan
5?
Manhattan
%
catalogs
%
*Slips (half) S
M
35.0
10.7
8.3
21.1}.
0.0
0.0
Shoos S
M
61.7
1*2.9
36.7
1*6.1*
1.7
3.6
Sandals S
M
35.0
17.9
11.7
H4.-3
1.7
3.6
*Hosiery S
M
36.7
10.7
56.6
65.7
3.3
0.0
Sleepwoar S
H
14-6.7
21. I4.
11.7
21.lt
3.3
0.0
*TJnderwear/
lingerie
S
M
61.7
25.0
23.3
1*6. k
5.0
7.1
•Material (fab rlc) S
M
56.7
17.9
26.7
57.1
0.0
0.0
''Significant at the 0.05 level.
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Chi-square tests revealed that in answering the question
"what is the most number you have bought at one time" there
was a significant difference between the married and single
students for the following items: dress coats, date dresses,
full slips, and shoos.
The information obtained from this question could bo
interpreted to mean several different things. Students might
buy more than one item at a time because they stocked up be-
fore school, they found the item on sale, or they bought while
they could uso their parents' charge account.
The information obtained from this question was re-
grouped into the following two classes: students who had pur-
chased the item and students who had not purchased the item.
When the data was grouped this way chi-square test noted a
significant difference between the married and the non-married
subjects who purchased the following items: sweaters, date
dresses, formal wear, skirts, full slips, and shoes.
More single students than married reported that they
had purchased all of the listed apparel items. The fact that
a larger percentage of single students purchased more apparel
'items than married agrees with Lovell's (lj.1) study which re-
ported that the majority of the married women students in her
study said that they bad purchased less clothing since they
were married than they would have purchased in a comparable
length of time before they were married.
Months in which Items were most frequently purchased .
fc
TABLE VIII
MOST NUMBER OP SELECTED ITEMS BOUGHT AT
ONE TIME BY RESPONDENTS
Marital
status
Mos t Number Bou,ght At One Time
Items 1 2 3 k 5 More
than
i% % % %
*Dress coat S
M
50.0
25.0
0.0
3.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Sport coat S
M
i+5.o
25.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Sport jacket S
M
31.7
25.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Suits S
M
38.3
28.6
5.0
3.6
1.7
0.0
1.7
0.0
1.7
3.6
0.0
0.0
Slacks S
M
53.3
5o.o
23.3
28.6
5.0
0.0
1.7
3.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
**Sweaters S
M
1+6.7
1+6.1+
23.3
4.3
6.7
0.0
5.0
.0.0
1.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
Shorts S
M
20.0
3.6
20.0
11+.3
8.3
21.1+
0.0
0.0
3.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
""'"'Date dress S
M
1+6.7
11+.3
10.0
7.1
8.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.6
Casual dress S
M
26.7
32.1
23.3
10.7
21.7
7.1
1.7
0.0
0.0
3.6
0.0
3.6
^""Formal wear S
M
33.3 1.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Shirt/blouses s
M
28.3
14.3
36.3
39.3
13.3
34.3
3.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.7
0.0
'•'"Skirts S
M
28.3
28.6
31.7
17.9
8.3
0.0
3.3
3.6
1.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
1:3
TABLE VIII (continued)
Marital
status
Most Number 3ought At One I ime
Items 1 2 3 k 5 More
than
I$ % % %
**Sllps (full) S
M
1*6.7
10.7
13.3
10.7
1.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Slips (half) S
M
23.3
21.1+
13.3
10.7
6.7
3.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
H 'rShoes S
M
33.3
60.7
38.3
17.9
21.7
7.1
5.0
7.1
1.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
Sandals S
M
1*3.3
28.6
5.0
7.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Hosiery S
M
1.7
0.0
8.3
7.1
36.7
1+2.9
6.7
11+.3
5.0
3.6
38.3
28.6
Sleepwear S
M
1+6.7
35.7
11.7
3.6
3.3
3.6
0.0
0,0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Underwear/
lingerie
S
M .
10.0
3.6
16.7
3.6
15.0
35.7
18.3
10.7
10.0
3.6
20.0
32.1
Material (fat ric)S
M
i5.o
21.1+
30.0
17.9
18.3
21.1+
8.3
3.6
8.3
3.6
3.3
7.1
*Signifleant at the 0.05 level for MOST number of
items boupht at one time.
Significant at the 0.05 level for number of students
who purchased the item.
"^"^Significant at the 0.05 level for MOST number of
items bought at one time and for number of students who pur-
chased the item.
August, September, and October are the months during which
the single subjects reported doing the most buying. Fourteen
of the twenty listed items (see Table IX, page lj5 ) were most
frequently purchased during these months. The only items
that tho single respondents listed aa being most frequently
purchased in other months were: shorts, sandals, hosiery,
formal wear, slacks, and sweaters. These items were most fre-
quently listed as being bought in the months of their apparent
need or use. For instance shorts were most frequently men-
tioned as being purchased in the spring and summer months.
Married students appear to shop for items in a greater
variety of months than single students. Nine of the items
listed wero most frequently purchased in "November, December,
January, and February' 1 . Seven of the listed items were most
frequently purchased during "August, October, and September".
Two of the listed item3, sports jackets and dress coats, were
mentioned as being most frequently purchased by an equal num-
ber of respondents in "August, October, and September" and
"November, December, January, and February"
.
Married and single students checked the same months
: for most frequently purchasing the following items: sweaters,
slacks, sport jackets, date dresses, formal wear, blouses,
skirts, full slip3, shoes, hosiery, fabric, and underwear/
lingerie. Chi-square tests revealed that there was a signifi-
cant difference in the number of married and non-married stu-
dents who indicated they purchased items in certain months
TABLE IX
MOST POPULAR MONTHS LISTED BY RESPONDENTS
FOR PURCHASING SELECTED ITEMS
h$
Marital
status
Months
Items Nov, Dec.
Jan . Feb
.
>
June
July
%
March
April
May
%
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
%
No
particu-
lar month
%
Dress coat S
M
13.3
H+.3
6.7
0.0
13.3
0.0
16.7
34.3
0.0
0.0
"^Sport coat S
M
10.0
21. h
0.0
0.0
3.3
0.0
31.7
7.1
0.0
0.0
Sport jacket S
M
11.7
10.7
3.3
3.6
1.7
0,0
15.0
10.7
0.0
0.0
''Suit S
M
11.7
28.6
1.7
0.0
6.7
3.6
26.7
3.6
0.0
0.0
Slacks S
M
1^0.0
35.7
10.0
7.1
8.3
7.1
23.3
25.0
1.7
7.1
Sweaters 8
M
Ul.7
39.3
3.3
0.0
0.0
3.6
35.0
1^.3
3.3
3.6
Shorts S
I-i
0.0
0.0
23.3
17.9
28.3
17.6
0.0
3.6
0.0
0.0
*Date dress s
M
i5.o
7.1
3.3
3.6
11.7
3.6
31.7
10.7
3.3
0.0
.Casual dress s
M
10.0
1^.3
8.3
7.1
16.7
21
.k
30.0
10.7
6.3
3.6 •
Formal wear S
M
18.3
10.7
0.0
3.6
13.3
0.0
3.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
Shirt/blouse S
M
16.7
3.6
6.7
7.1
16.7
111.
3
33.3
35.7
10.0
7.1
Skirts 3
M
16.7
10.7
6.7
3.6
11.7
1U.3
35.0
17.9
3.3
0.0
¥>
TABLE IX (continued)
Ma
st
rital
B tus
Months
Items
Nov. Dec.
Jan. Feb.
%
June
July
%
March
April
May
%
Aug.
Sent
.
Oct.
%
No
particu-
lar month
%
*Slips (full) S
M
15.0
0.0
1.7
3.6
1.7
0.0
36.7
11*. 3
5.0
3.6
Slips (half) S
M
10.7
0.0
8.3
10.7
0.0
3.6
20.0
7.1
5.0
10.7
Shoes S
M
21.7
21.4
11.7
10.7
8.3
10.7
1*6.7
39.3
11.7
10.7
Sandals S
11
0.0
0.0
20.0
21
.k
25.0
10.7
3.3
3.6
0.0
0.0
Hosiery s
M
13.3
17.9
0.0
0.0
10.0
0.0
28.3
111-
3
1*3.3
61*.
3
Sleepwear S
M
15.0
10.7
13.3
17.9
1.7
3.6
26.7
7.1
5.0
3.6
Underwear/
lingerie
S
M
10.0
31*. 3
6.7
7.1
5.0
7.1
53.3
32.1
i5.o
11*. 3
Material (fab -<-' o)S
M
10.0
7.1
15.0
7.1
15.0
1'*.3
26.7
25.0
16.7
21.1*
*Signifleant at the 0.05 level.
for the following items: sports coats, suits, date dresses,
end full slips
.
Green (39) in a study of 15'0 women students at Kansas
State University in 1950 found that 32,7 per cent frequently
purchased their clothing at the beginning of the season, 32.0
per cent purchased as needed, and 6.0 per cent purchased fre-
quently at the end of the season sales. Results from the
present study would suggest that the time of purchase depends
on the article itself and the marital status of the buyer.
Estimated low and high expenditures for selected
it ems
.
The respondents were asked to indicate whether they
would spend a large amount of money or tend to economize for
certain items. The responses to this question are shown in
Table X, page lj.9.
The highest percentage of both married and non-married
subjects reported that they would spend a larger, rather than
a smaller, amount of money for the following items: dress
coats, suits, date dresses, formal wear, shoes, sweaters, and
small appliances. The highest percentage of both sets of sub-
jects said they would tend to economize for the following
items: sport coats, sport jackets, shorts, casual dre3sos,
blouses, skirts, slips, sleepwear, sporting equipment, house-
hold goods, baby items, and toys.
Chi-square tests revealed that married and single stu-
dents differed significantly in what they said they would
spend for only three items out of tho twenty-two, These
^8
items ware: slacks, underwear, and gifts. A greater per-
centage of the single students indicated that they would spend
significantly more for slacks and gifts than did the married
subjects, and significantly less for underwear.
Although the majority of both sets of respondents indi-
cated that they would spend more or tend to economize for cer-
tain item3 there was often a difference in the percentage of
married and the percentage of non-married subjects who said
they would spend more or tend to economize. For instance,
both sets of respondents indicated that they would tend to
spend more for a date dress, however, approximately 20 per
cent more of the single students said they would do this than
did the married students.
Reasons for spending; a large amount p_r tending to
economize
.
When respondents were asked to indicate the rea-
sons why they chose to economize or spend a larger amount of
money for certain items, it was found that the reasons that
the highest percentage of the married students gave were dif-
ferent from the reasons that the highest percentage of non-
married students gave for the folloi^ing eleven items: sport
coats, sport jackets, shorts, casual dress, blouses, skirts,
slips, underwear, household goods, toys, and gifts. The
highest percentage of both the married and the single respond-
ents gave the same reasons for spending a larger amount or
tending to economize for the remaining eleven items.
The highest percentage of single students listed
TABLE X
PER CENT OP RESPONDENTS WHO INDICATED THE3T WOULD
SPEND A LAROE AMOUNT OR TEND TO ECONOMIZE
FOR SELECTED ITEMS
1+9
Marital
status
Expenditlira
Items
Spend a
large amount
Tend to
economize
%
Dress coat. S
M
75.0
82.1
25.0
17.9
Sport coat S
M
1+0.0
32.1
60.0
67.9
Sport jacket S
M
21.7
25.0
78.3
75.0
Suits S
M
78.3
75.0
21.7
25.0
''Slacks S
M
50.0
32.1
50.0
67.9
Shorts S
M
I8.3
ill.
3
81.7
85.7
Date dress S
M
73.3
53.6
26.7
1+6.1+
Casual dress S
M
16.7
H+.3
83.3
85.7
Formal wear S
M
63.3
67.9
36.7
32.1
Shirt/blouse S
M
21.7
17.9
78.3
82.1
Skirts S
M
38.3
35.7
61.7
61+. 3
Slips S
M
26.7
28.6
73.3
71. 1+
i;o
TABLE X (continued)
Ma rital
atus
Expenditure
Items st
Spend a
large amount
%
Tend to
economize
/»
Shoes S
M
83.3
75.0
16.7
25.0
Underwear S
M
26.7
53.6
73.3
1+64
Sleepwear S
M
13.3
7.1
86.7
92.9
Sweaters S
M
80.0
75.0
20.0
25.0
Sports equipment S
M
36.7
21.4
63.3
78.6
Small appliances S
M
55.0
60.7
4.5.0
39.3
Household goods S
M
20.0
17.9
80.0
82.1
Baby items S
M
36.7
39.3
58.3
60.7
Toys S
M
6.7
7.1
91.7
92.9
FGifts S
M
76.7
39.3
23.3
60.7
"Significant at the 0.05 level.
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"desire quality item" as the most important reason influenc-
ing their decision to "economize" or "spend a larger amount"
of money for twelve of the listed articles. Married students
mentioned "desire quality items" as the most important reason
for ten of the listed items. For six of the items, the larg-
est percentage of married subjocts listed "have to" as the
most important reason for deciding whether to economize or
spend a larger amount, for none of the listed items did the
largest percentage of single students mention "have to" as
the most important reason that influenced their spending.
For five of the listed items the greatest percentage of single
respondents mentioned "want to" as the most important reason.
For none of the listed items did the greatest percentage of
married subjects mention this reason. "Better fit" was listed
as the most important reason for economizing or spending a
larger amount of money by married subjects for three of the
items and by single respondents for two of the items. The
largest percentage of married students listed "quality not
important" as the most important reason influencing their
spending for one item (sleepwear); while single students
listed it for two items (sleepwear and shorts). Of the var-
ious reasons listed from which the students had a choice,
"style" was the only reason that was not checked by the great-
est percentage of either married or single students. Chi-
square tests revealed that there was a significant difference
in the number of married and non-married students reporting
$2
various reasons for spending a "large amount" of money or
"tending to economize" for the following items: skirts, baby-
items, and gifts.
Of the listed reasons, it appears that the most impor-
tant ones influencing the spending of married respondents for
selected items are "desire quality item" and "have to". The
most important reasons that appear to influence the spending
of single respondents are "desire quality items" and "want
to". The difference in the financial situation of the married
and single subjects is suggested by the reasons they reported
for spending a large amount or tending to economize. Findings
in previous studies (Molaison, i|-2; Schomp, lj.3) are comparable
in that married students are faced with United financial re-
sources and this does influence thoir buying practices.
Access to catalogs will 1 e in c olle ge . To determine if
catalogs were available for use by college students the re-
spondents were asked if they had their own personal copy of a
catalog and if they had access to a catalog while in college.
Only 30.0 per cent of the single collegians, as compared with
78.6 per cent of the married students, reported that they had
; their own personal copy of a general merchandise catalog. The
highest percentage of both sets of respondents stated that the
catalogs they had were generally given to them by someone else.
"Sent to you unsolicited" was the next most frequently men-
tioned method of obtaining a personal copy of a catalog.
"Picking up copies at the catalog desk" and "ordering catalogs"
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tied as tho method least used for obtaining copies of cata-
logs. Chi-square test revealed that there was a significant
difference in the number of married and the number of single
subjects who reported obtaining personal copies of catalogs
in various ways. Half of the single students in thi3 study
indicated that while they were attending college they had
access to general merchandise mail order catalogs, An even
higher percentage of married students, 75.0 per cent, reported
that they had access to catalogs. Chi-square tests revealed
that the difference was significant.
There is an evident contradiction in the results ob-
tained from these two questions. Only 75.0 per cent of the
married students reported that they had access to catalogs
yet 78.6 per cent said they had their own personal copies of
a catalog. A possible explanation for this difference might
be that some married students felt they did not have to answer
both questions. The general conclusion that more married stu-
dents than single have access to catalogs and have their own
personal copy of a catalog is believed to be valid.
Willingness to purchas e a certain d ollar amount of
merchandise in order t_o receive §_ catalog. When the subjects
in this study were asked if they would like to receive a mail
order catalog even if it was necessary to purchase a certain
dollar amount each year the greatest number of married stu-
dents (1+2. 9 per cent) said "depends on the dollars required"
while the greatest number of single student (53.3 per cent)
57
checked "no". Only 25 per cent of tha married respondents
indicated that they would not like to receive a catalog under
such stipulations.
Approximately 11 per cent of the married subjects said
"yes" they would like to receive a catalog even if they had
to order a certain amount each year. A slightly higher per-
centage of single students (13.3 per cent) said "yes".
Previous use of mail order catalogs and predicted
use . The respondents were asked to indicate if they had ever
ordered anything from a catalog. Of the married subjects
96. 1| per cent stated that they had ordered from a catalog
while only 71.7 per cent of the single students reported that
they had ordered from a catalog. Chi-square tests revealed
the difference to be significant.
Of those students who had ordered from catalogs the
highest percentage of married students indicated that they
had ordered occasionally while the highest percentage of sin-
gle students said they had done so seldom. A chi-square test
revealed the difference was significant. These facts indicate
that not only had more married students than single used cat-,
alogs but they had used them more frequently than the single
students
.
When the respondents were asked to indicate how often
they would order if catalogs wore available the highest per-
centage of luarried students said occasionally while the high-
est percentage of single students said seldom. Chi-square
58
tests revealed that there was a significant difference in the
number of married and non-married students who reported that
they would use catalogs if they were available.' More married
students than single said they would use catalogs for order-
ing if they were available.
The data as shown in Table XII Indicates that students
think they would order more frequently from catalogs if they
were available. More married students said they would order
occasionally and fewer single students said they would never
order
.
TABLE XII
PREVIOUS USE OP CATALOGS COMPARED WITH PREDICTED
FREQUENCY OF USE IF CATALOGS WERE AVAILABLE
Sing}.e Married
Frequency Previous
use
%
Predicted
use
%
Previous
use
%
Predicted
use
%
Hever 28.3 10.0 3.6 3.6
Seldom I4.O.O 51.7 35.7 \h. 3
Occasionally 31.7 36.3 53.6 a.h
Often 0.0 0.0 7.1 10.7
When asked if they thought they would use catalogs more
in the future than they do now a similar percentage of single
(38.3 per cent) and married (i|.2.9 per cent) students said yes.
When considering the information contained In the above
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statement it mast be remembered that more married students
are currently using catalogs than single students.
Use of catalogs to purchas e s elected items . The per-
centage of interviewees who have purchased selected items from
a catalog is shown in Table XIII, page 60. Chi-squaro tests
revealed that only for auto supplies and baby items was there
a significant difference in the number of married and non-
married respondents who had purchased the items from catalogs.
The most frequently purchased item from catalogs was clothing.
Over 50.0 per cent of both sets of respondents have purchased
some articles of clothing through the catalog.
Green (39) reported that l\..0 per cent of the students
studied in her survey frequently bought clothing by mail while
53.3 per cent reported that they had never purchased clothing
by mail. This last figure corresponds closely with results
obtained in the present study.
Preferred method of ordering from a catalog . Respond-
ents who had ordered from catalogs were asked to indicate what
method they preferred to use for ordering. The subjects, both
married and non-married, listed their preferences in the fol-
lowing order: send order by mail, visit tho catalog desk, and
call the catalog desk (see Table XIV, pago 61).
Ac ceptable time lapse for delivery of merchandise
.
When asked how long a time lapse would be acceptable between
the time of ordering and the time of delivery the highest per-
centage of both sets of respondents (see Table XV, page 61)
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TABLE XIII
PER CENT OP RESPONDENTS WHO HAVE PURCHASED
SELECTED ITEMS FROM A CATALOG
Per cent of Respondents
Who Purchased from
Catalogs
Items Single
%
Married
%
Art objects 0.0 0.0
*Auto supplies 0.0 7.1
*Baby items 0.0 1>4.3
Books 3.3 3.6
Clothing 51.7 61J..3
Cosmetics 5.0 3.6
Household goods 6.7 17.9
Novelties 1.7 0.0
Records 16.7 lk.3
School supplies 0.0 3.6
Small appliances 11.7 0.0
Sports equipment 6.7 7.1
Toys 6.7 1(1.3
Tools 1.7 7.1
'Significant at the 0.05 level.
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TABLE XIV
PREFERRED METHOD OP ORDERING FROM A CATALOG
Method
Respondents
Single Married
Mail
Visit catalog desk
Telephone catalog desk
1*0.0 1*6.1*
18.3 28.6
13.3 21.1*
said "l*-5 days". More of the remaining students indicated
that a longer time rather than a shorter time would bo accept-
able . Thus It appears that college students tend to be leni -
ent rather than demanding as far as the length of time in-
volved in receiving the merchandise is concerned.
TABLE XV
ACCEPTABLE TIME LAPSE FOR
DELIVERY OF MERCHANDISE
Acceptable
Time Lapse
2-3 days
1*-J> days
More than 1 week
Respondents
Single Married
8.3 11*.
3
1*6.7 67.9
16.7 1U. 3
Preferred way_ to obtain merchandise once it has been
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ordered. Mail order delivery to the door was the most popular
means listed by married (53.6 per cent) and single (Ij-6.7 per
cent) interviewees as a means of gaining possession of the
merchandise once it had been ordered. Picking up the mer-
chandise at the catalog desk was listed as the favorite way
to obtain the ordered articles by lj.2.9 per cent of the married
subjects and 25.0 per cent of the single respondents.
Reasons for returning merchandise ordered from a
catalog . The most frequently listed reasons for roturning
articles ordered from a catalog were "misled by catalog de-
scription" and "substitution made" (see Table XVI, page 63).
The fact that "misled by catalog descriptions" was most fre-
quently listed as a reason for returning articles was unex-
pected since descriptions found in catalogs are generally
noted for their accuracy and inclusiveness (Tate and Glisson,
6). The possibility exists that the respondents were misled
more by the pictures than the descriptions. Chi-square tests
noted a significant difference in the number of married and
single respondents listing "slow service" as a reason for re-
turning merchandise ordered from catalogs.
Reasons given for ordering from catalogs . The top
three reasons single students ranked fir3t as influencing
their decision to order from a catalog were: "offers more
convenience", "usually offers national repair service", and
"offers better dollar value" (see Table XVII, page 61j.) .
Married respondents mentioned "offers more convenience",
(•:,
TABLE XVI
REASONS RESPONDENTS GAVE FOR RETURNING ARTICLES
ORDERED FROM CATALOGS
Reasons
Respondents
Single
%
Married
%
33.3 5o.o
15.0 21.k
21.7 32.1
1.7 10.7
5.0 3.6
0.0 7.1
U.7 25.0
Misled by catalog description
Wrong order sent and not acceptable
Substitution made
Customer mistake in ordering
Orderod several like items to compare
'"'Slow service
Other (specify)
Significant at the 0.05 level.
c\
TABLE XVII
REASONS RESPONDENTS RANKED FIRST
FOR ORDERING PROM A CATALOG
Reasons for Ordering
Per cent Who Ranked
Reasons First
Single Married
1.7 0.0
23.3 32,1
10.0 2^.0
0.0 10.7
13.3 0.0
1.7 25.0
0.0 3.7
Provides fast service
Offers more convenience
Offers better dollar value
Larger selection of goods
Offers national repair service
Not available in other places
Other (specify)
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"offers better dollar value", and "not available in other
places" as the top three reasons they ordered from catalogs.
The three reasons that married students gave for ordering
from a catalog agree with the top three reasons mentioned by
the respondents who participated in the study conducted by
the Bureau of Business and Economics Research at Montana State
University (Wright and Knowlton, 10).
A modified version of Friedman's nonparametric test
was used to determine if any of the listed reasons for order-
ing from a catalog were more important than others for either
the married or the non-married sample. The results proved to
be significant, which indicate that some reasons are more im-
portant than others. The test does not tell which reasons
are most important.
Reasons for not ordering from a catalog . Both married
and non-married respondents ranked "merchandise not of desired
quality" as the number one factor influencing their decision
not to order from catalogs (see Table XVIII, page 66). "Goods
not represented accurately" was the next most frequently men-
tioned reason that was ranked first for not ordering from cat-
alogs by married students, while single students listed varied
reasons
.
The modified version of Freidrnan's nonparametric test
was used to determine if any of the listed reasons for not
ordering from a catalog were more important than others. The
results were significant indicating that some reasons are more
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TABLE XVIII
REASONS RESPONDENTS RANKED FIRST FOR
NOT ORDERING PROM A CATALOG
Per cent Who Ranked
Reasons First
Reasons For Not Ordering
Single Married
11.7 Ik. 3
11.7 7.1
1.7 3.6
26.7 21
.k
11.7 0.0
6.7 3.6
13.3 0.0
Goods not represented accurately
Time of arrival not dependable
Order blanks are confusing
Merchandise not of desired quality
You are not interested
You do not have access to catalogs
Other (specify)
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important than others, although the test does not indicate
which reasons are most important,
Use of catalogs for reas ons other than ordering . Many
of the students who participated in this study indicated that
they used catalogs for reasons other than ordering (see Table
XIX, page 68) . Chi-square tests revealed that there was a
significant difference in the number of married and non-mar-
ried students who used catalogs for the following reasons:
to compare catalog prices with store prices, to compare cat-
alog prices with other catalog prices, and to obtain informa-
tion for buying at other establishments. For all of the above
mentioned reasons more married students than single used the
catalogs. This seems to suggest that more married students
than single used catalogs as a source of information for
shopping. The highest percentage of single students listed
"to obtain ideas" as their chief other use of catalogs.
Frequency of, and r_eas_ons_ for, shopping; through
catalogs first and then going to the store to purchase the
items
.
As shown in Tablo XX, page 70, over half of both sets
of respondents indicated that they "occasionally" shopped
through a catalog first and then went to the store to purchase
the item. One-fourth of the married students said that they
did this "often". Few of the single students reported doing
this. Chi-square tests revealed that there was a significant
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TABLE XIX
USES OF CATALOGS OTHER THAN FOR ORDERING
Uses
Per cent Reporting Use
Single Married
To obtain ideas 75.0 89.3
*To compare catalog prices with
store prices 61.7 92.9
'To compare catalog prices with
other catalog prices 31.7 6![..3
To compare catalog goods with
store goods 50.0 6L|.
.
3
To obtain information for buying
at other establishments 15.0 f.'r2.9
Ju3t for reading kS .0 l(.2.9
Other (specify) 5.0 7.1
Significant at the 0.05 level.
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difference in the number of married and non-married students
in this sample who shopped through the catalogs first and
then went to the store to purchase the article.
Those subjects who said they had shopped through a
catalog first and then went to the store to purchase the ar-
ticle were asked to indicate why they did this. The highest
percentage of both seti; of respondents said that they went to
the stores to purchase the item because they preferred to see
the article before purchasing. The next most frequently men-
tioned reason by single students was convenience while married
students mentioned reasons other than those listed. The rea-
sons that the married interviewees specified were: price
cheaper, fit, and don't trust the store.
Wil lingnes s to purchase certain selected items as
readily from a general merchandise catalog as from a store.
The percentage of respondents who reported that they would
purchase certain selected items as readily from a general
merchandise catalog as they would from a store is shown in
Table XXI, page 72. The top six articles that married stu-
dents indicated they would be most willing to buy as readily .,
from a catalog as from a store are as follows: toys, sleep-
wear, slips, baby items, sports equipment, and household
goods. Single students indicated that they would be most
willing to buy the following six items: toys, sleepwear,
slips, household goods, sports equipment, and blouses.
Both sots of respondents agreed on the articles that
TABLE XX
FREQUENCY OF, AND REASONS FOR, SHOPPING THROUGH
CATALOGS FIRST AND THEN GOIHG TO THE STORES
TO PURCHASE THE ITEMS
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Frequency and Reasons
Respondents
Single
7°
Married
%
FREQUENCY
Always
Often
Occasionally
Never
REASONS
Prefer to see article
Distrust descriptions
Dislike ordering from catalogs
: More convenient
Catalog buying impersonal
Other (specify)
0.0 3.6
8.3 25.0
56.
y
5y.i
35.0 llw3
51.7 6I4..3
ii. 3.6
3.3 0.0
16. 17.9
1.7 0.0
8.3 Zl.k
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they would be least willing to purchase as readily from a
mall order catalog as from a store. Married students listed
the articles as follows: formal wear, shoes, dress coats,
suits, date dresses, and sport coats. Single subjects listed
the articles as follows: formal wear, dress coats, sport
coats, shoes, suits, and date dresses,
Chi-sq\iare tests revealed that there was a significant
difference in the number of married and non-married students
who would buy the following items as readily from a general
merchandise catalog as from a store: sport coats, slacks,
sweaters, skirts, and baby items. For all these items a
larger percentage of married students as compared with single
students, indicated that they would be willing to buy the
items as readily from a general merchandise catalog as from
a store
.
Of all the listed items, shoes, formal wear, and books
were the only three items for which more single students than
married students reported that they would be willing to pur-
chase as readily from a catalog as from a store. This sup-
ports previous findings in this study that more married stu-
_
dents than single are willing to purchase items from the
catalog.
H££J*pjis_ for indicating they would purchase or would
not purchase an item as readily from a catalog a_s from a
store
.
When asked to indicate the main consideration influ-
encing them to check yes, they would purchase an article as
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TAELE XXI
PEH CENT OP RESPONDENTS WHO INDICATED THEY WOULD BUY
SELECTED ITEMS AS READILY FROM A GENERAL
MERCHANDISE CATALOG AS PROM A STORE
It eras
Per cent Indicating Wlllingnei
Buy Prom Catalogs
33 To
Single Married
Dress coat 3.3 3.6
'sSport coat 6.7 21.k
Sport jacket 25.0 L4.2.9
Suit 6.3 10.7
*Slaoka 23.3 53.6
^Sweaters 15.0 39.3
Shorts 1+1.7 53.6
Date dress 10.0 11+.3
Casual dress 38.3 57.1
Formal wear 3.3 0.0
Shirt/blouse 55.0 60.7
*Skirt 25.0 50.0
Slips 61.7 67.9
Underwear 51.7 60.7
Sleepwear 66.7 78.6
Shoes 6.7 0.0
Sports equipment 55.0 61+.3
Small appliances 1*6.7 60.7
Auto supplies 31.7 lt-2.9
Household goods 61.7 611-.3
*Baby items
.
31.7 67.9
Toys 68.3 82.1
Gifts 18.3 25.0
Books or records 111.
7
39.3
Significant at the 0.05 level,
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readily from a general merchandise catalog as from a store,
most of the single and married students said "more conven-
ient" . The second most frequently mentioned reason was "bet-
ter quality for money" . The main reasons given for indicating
they would not purchase an item as readily from a general mer-
chandise catalog es from a store were "prefer to try on if
clothing" and "catalog sizes do not always fit". These find-
ings, along with those from the question pertaining to rea-
sons for returning merchandise ordered from catalogs and the
comments made by the respondents who were interviewed suggest
that "fit" is a factor that influences students to purchase
or not purchase garments from catalogs . Many of the compan-
ies have tried to overcome this drawback by using a set of
size standards developed by the TJ. S. Department of Commerce
(32).
In an effort to gain further insight into the buying
practices of college students, comparisons were made between
the following factors: (1) number of stores consulted before
purchasing and approximate discretionary income; (2) present
use of catalogs and future use of catalogs; (3) budgeting
practices and knowledge of interest charged for the use of
credit; (1|) source of income for school expenses and use of
catalogs; (5) frequency of home visits with liking to shop
in Manhattan, charging in Manhattan, and purchasing items in
Manhattan: and (6) size of home town with use of catalogs and
preferred method of ordering. Only those comparisons for
7k
which significant results were obtained will be discussed.
The number of stores a person consulted before making
a final purchase was compared with the approximate discretion-
ary income of the subjects. For married students there was
no significant difference in tho amount of the discretionary
income and the number of stores consulted. For single sub-
jects a significant difference was found between the number
of stores consulted when purchasing outer clothing and house-
hold goods and the approximate amount of discretionary income.
When frequency of home visits was compared with the
practice of charging more items in Manhattan than in other
towns a significant relationship was found for single students
but not married subjects. This means that only for single
students is there a definite relation between the number of
times they go home and the amount they charge in Manhattan.
However when frequency of home visits was compared with pur-
chasing of items in Manhattan a significant relation was found
for both the married and the single students.
Chi-square tests were used to determine if there was
any relation between the size of home town and the use of
catalogs. A significant difference was found to exist between
the size of home town and the use of catalogs by single stu-
dents but not married subjects. The chi-square tests indi-
cates that there was a difference but does not pin point the
difference. The original data seemed to suggest that more
single students who come from small towns (less than 6,000)
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order "occasionally" than do student,", who come from largo
(over 2^,000) towns. More of the single student 3 who come
from large towns appear to "never" order from catalogs than
do single students who come from small towns.
The population size of home towns was also compared
with the preferred method of ordering from catalogs on the
assumption that students coming from small towns would prefer
to send their orders by mall since they would probably be
familiar with this method of ordering. Chi-square tests re-
vealed that there was a significant difference between the
population size of home town and the preferred method of or-
dering from catalogs for both married and non-married respond-
ents. Since chi-3quare tests can not pin point the difference,
the original data was consulted. It appears that both married
and non-married students who come from small towns prefer to
order merchandise from catalogs by mail while those respond-
ents coming from larger towns prefer to order by telephone or
at the catalog desk in a store. This difference in preference
may well be related to the experience of the respondents.
Small towns usually have no catalog desks so the only way to
order from catalogs is by mall.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary . A randomly selected group of twenty-eight
married and sixty non-married sophomore and junior women at
Kansas State University were interviewed in an effort to ob-
tain information relating to buying practices of today's col-
lege students. All married students who participated in this
study ware living with their husbands while both attended
school,
A research schedule containing four sections was de-
veloped. The sections are as follows: (1) background in-
formation, (2) shopping practices, (3) income and management,
and (Ij.) mail order purchasing. Students were contacted and
the schedule vras administered to them in person.
Percentages were calculated for all items in the re-
search schedule. Contingency chi-square tests were used to
statistically analyze all but two of the questions. A mod-
ified version of Friedman's nonparametric test was used to
analyze these two questions. A list of the significant find-
ings and their interpretation is located in Tables XXII and
XXIII. A brief summary of the findings follows
.
The single students In this sample appeared to be less
concerned about financial matters than the married students.
Their parents are the chief source of their support and their
buying practices indicate this. Single students reported that
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they purchased more items outsido of Manhattan than in Man-
hattan: financial assistance from their parents is undoubtedly
an important factor influencing them to purchase outside of
the collage town. The high number of single stiidents who re-
ported that they charged outside of Manhattan and charged on
their parents' account supports this view as does the fact
that single students do raout of their shopping in the back
to school months. Laclr of concern for financial matters is
shown also by the number of single students who use credit to
purchase goods yet fail to find out the cost of credit. More:
single students than married reported that they bought items
more readily at stores where tb.6y had charge accounts.
Married students appear to be less affluent than the
single stxulonts. Although many of the parents provide some
financial assistance for their education, the majority of
married women students rely on their husband as their main
source of support. The contrasts between tho financial con-
cerns of tho two groups i3 clearly indicated by tho fact that
significantly more married students than single budget for
"all items" and "school expenses" while significantly mora
single students than married budget only for clothing. A
further- indication of the difference in the financial situa-
tion of the single and married students can be found in the
answers the respondents gave for the reasons that influenced
their expenditures for certain selected items. Single stu-
dents reported "desire quality items" and "want to" as the
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most important reasons for their expenditures while married
students said "desire quality items" and "have to".
Married students also appear to be more careful shop-
pers than the single students. More married students than
single wore aware of the cost of credit. More married stu-
dents than single budgeted for all items. Married students
used catalogs as a source of information for shopping while
single students used catalogs to obtain ideas, probably for
clothing styles.
Married subjects Fere more likely to use catalogs than
single students, although none of the students interviewed in
this study appeared to be enthusiastic supporters of catalog
buying. Thin investigator would agree with Collazzo (2) who
reported that most people do not really know the advantages
and disadvantages nf mai] order shopping.
Conclusions . More similarities than differences were
found between the married and the single students. The most
differences noted pertained to source of income and manage-
ment of income
.
The main differences noted between single and married
students for each section of the questionnaire are as follows:
(1) Backgrounds : age, social affiliation, and place of dwell-
ing; (2) Shopping practices: town where most items were pur-
chased, months when most items were purchased, and reasons
given for indicating they would "tand to economize" or "spend
a larger amount"; (3) Inc one and management ; knowledge of
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interest being charged for credit, location of towns where
Items were charged, willingness to purchase more readily at
stores where there waa an account, items for which they bud-
geted, and source of income for basic items and discretionary
income; and (!.|.) Hail order catalogs : former use of catalogs,
access to catalogs while at college, frequency of ordering
from catalogs, and use of catalogs for reasons other than
ordering.
A larger sample size would of course be desirable for
future studies. The size of the sample in this study was
limited so that the investigator would have time to personally
interview the respondents. In the investigator's opinion
quality information can best be obtained by personal contact
and is more important than the size of the sample.
Because literature pertaining to the buying practices
of married and non-married college students is so sparse it
was decided that a broad general study would be of benefit.
Thus this study was undertaken. The data presented in this
thesis could well be used as a guide for future in-depth
studios.
This study presented mainly factual information. A
follow up study aimed at the "WH5T" behind these practices
would be of great value and interest.
The subjects in thi3 study were interviewed at the
most convenient time and place for them. Consequently soma
of the subjects were interviewed in the investigator's office
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and soma were interviewed at home. Home interviews were con-
sidered the most worth, while because the subjects appeared to
be more relaxed and the investigator could observe the home
situation.
Personal interviews are strongly recommended for this
typo of study. Because the investigator was trying to obtain
a general overview of several factors and needed to obtain
much information in a short time the interview questionnaire
method of investigation was used for this study. Although
this method cut down on the amount of free exchange between
the investigator and the interviewee by permitting the sub-
jects to fill in the questionnaire themselves, the questions,
comments and suggestions that the subjects made were inval-
uable. So worthwhile were some of their comments that this
investigator' would recommend informal panel discussions and
discussions of the tentative questionnaire with a group of
subjects as a step in the formulation of a future research
schedule for this type of study.
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APPENDIX A
Dcpariment of Clothing and Textile
Juitln Mali
.J\ansas J^tate l/jtiiuerdilu
Manhattan, Kansas 66504
INTRODUCTORY LKTTER
Dear
Kansas Stale University has been selected as one of the three
Universities in the United States to conduct a research project
aimed at obtaining information related to the buying practices of
college students.
Your help is needed to carry out this project. You are among
the limited number oi" sophomore and junior coeds selected to
participate in this project. You will be asked to fill out a
questionnaire. I will be with you while you do this in order to
answer any queries that might arise. Hopefully, the questionnaire
will be administered in small groups of 4 or 5 students. If this
is not feasible other arrangements will be made. The questionnaire
will take approximately -10 to 60 minutes. You will, of course, in
no way be identified with the information that you give.
Please indicate your willingness to participate in this study by
returning the enclosed self-addressed, stamped card. You will
then be contacted to establish a time that would best suit you for
the questionnaire.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Joyce M. Tieking
Graduate Research Assistant
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SELF ADDRESSED POST CARD
Rcsuaich Stddy of Euying Practices of University Students
Joyce Tiekir;:;, Gvacuai't Research. Assistant
_I will be unable to participate,
be^t day of die week sac; time for corseting r.:e is: Day
If i: is not possible to reach you by jhene please iuaicate the best manner for
eitsolishing contact .wjth you._j
Scrho7r:ore_
Iimior
APPENDIX B
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scuE&wi.?: w&w f i -:':.isca on boyinc fibactiices
'
Of UJNJW.HISIIT'* STJBDEISTS
1. Sex: male female
2. Age at last birthday. 17 !, .15 20 21 22 21-30 ever
10
3. Year in college: Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior Gradual. Special,
fraternity
_
_
scrority trailer with parents
other (specify)
Chech the occupation which most closely corresponds to your father's eccuijation.
professional, execu'.:'/;;, r.O'i'iel.ir of laige b'isine ..
Semi-profes.wo:;. 1, mans joi, official proprietr : of small business, and farmer (large farm)
Clerk, salesman, miner official, and kindred worker
SkiUedwcrker. fanner (small farm)
Unskilled worker, farm laborer
h your mother employed outside the home? Yes Mo Full- time Part-time
Approximate family .••.coma range: less that- 5 5, 999_ ..__ $8, 000 to $9, 999
$:, 000 to J5, 599 $10, 000 to $i 1, 999
56, COO to $7, 999 $12, COO to $14, 999
,
COO
S. Do you belong to a social sorority or fraternity? Yes. No.
9- Marital Status: single married wi.e-vter) divorced separated
10. Length of marriage-, less til m 6 months
mote man fi months bv.t less than 1 year_
more than 1 year but U;s tha;: 2 years
between 2 and S years
overS yea;; (specify)
11. Number oi children: 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 S nion
!2. ; Population siae of home town: less tlia,i 1,000 10, 000 to 14,999__
1, 000 to 3, 999 IS, 000 t-. 24, 999_
4, 000 .o 9, 992 25, COO to 49, 9?9_
6, 000 to 9, 593 over 50, 000
13. Do you have a personal checking account Yes No
14. If you use credit to rurcaasi. goods, do you know he* n.uch you pay in interest! Yes M
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Do you have a charge accour:
Do you charge items on some
If you answer was "yes", whe
it? Yes Ki
i use? Parent
Check any of the following item-; that you have charged.
Art objects Auto sup] die* Baby items Books (non-;eM.) Clothing
Cosmetics Household p,oods_
_
Novelties Records School supplif
Small appliances Sports Equipment Toys
Tools Material (fabric ) Other (specify)
Do you buy more readily at stores where you kive a charge account? Yes No
Do you charge more items in Manhattan than in other towis? Yes No
Do you attempt ro budget your money? Yes No For all items
For food
For school expenses
For clothing
For entertai-tment
For other items (specify)
22
-
.
Rank in Older (1 hichesr; the sources of your income:
Sources
Income fo,- school expenses Income for other basic items
i.e., boohs, tuition, etc. I i.e., food, rent, etc.
1
Discretionary Income—n.oney
remaining after essential costs of
living have been met.
Parents 1
Summer job
Part-time job
.
1
Scholarship
j
Loan |
Veterans Benefits .
Other (specify)
23. What is your approxir.
,
have been met) a mo ith? U- than 510. 0O_
: SSO. 00
jf money remaining after the essential costs of living
SiO.CO to $29.00 $30.00 to $49.00
Do you like personal help from a salescletk when selecting
If your ar.sv.er i: "yes" or "sometimes", check under what I
To help
about the product
To locate it<
To gain info
j make a decis
Like personal contact.
Other (specify)
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2$, In what kinds of stores do you like to receive sales help?
Shoe Clothing Hat Fabric shops Furniture
Variety Discount Mail-order catalogs Department^
fa shopping for desired items, how many outlets do you consult before making your final purchase,
j
Both mftil~oideV
r or more Stores Mail-order catalogs catalogs and stoi1
Store
| 2-3 Stores
Outer clothing
Und^r clothing
Household goods
Small appliinc
SpOIiS (.'quiinl;;, !it
28. Do you tend to purchase more items in Manhattan titan in other towns? Yes
29
,
How often do you go home? One. a WMls__ twice a mooth Once a month_
Only for vacations and breaks, Other (specify)_
30. Do you like to shop in Manhattan?
31 • If your answer was "Yes", is this because Manhattan stores: offer clothes mere suitable to your needs,
have a better selection of items tfcanstores in other
towns_
other (specify)
32. If your answer was "NO", is this because: Manhattan stores Do not offer the goods you need
You feel that they charge higher prices than
othe r towns
Their clothing styles are mainly campus
oriented
Other (specify)
9l|
Circle any items purchased during 1966, Indicate the MOST numbor bonr.ht at one
articles were MOST FREQUENTLY purchased. In answering column IV, NAME the i
purchased these items. If' th : item*, wvre purchased in other cities, just place a che
:j where and when the
in MANHATTAN where you
n columu. IV.
i
Items
11 | III
Nun-.bsr bought j Ca:alog
at oni time j (specify)
IV
Retail Store
V
Mouth bought
Dress coar
Sport coat
Sport jacket
Suits
Slacks
Sweatcis
—
Shorts
Dais dress
Casual dr,:ss
Formal wear
Shirt/blouse
Skirts
Slips
(a } Full
Shoes
Sandals
Hosier/
Sleepwear
Undfcrwear/liiigeri*
Material (fabric)
. ..
'/
r the following i
bpodfci ll Re„o
Item Large Amount
Tend to
lie
j
Better Fit
Desi
Item
e qu lity
[
Quality uot
Important
Style Have
To
Vl'jot 1
To |
Disss coat
j
Sport cost !
!
i
Sport jacket
__
sait(s)
|
1
1
Slacks
I 1 i
!
Short, 1
!
Date dieft
i
'<
Casual drew
|
Formal wear '
f
—
Shirt/blouse
i
Skirts
j
i
SUps
i ii 1 ! i
\
Shoe?
i:
! !
Undewea, 1
1 1
Sleepvcar !
Swe«e»
;
Sporting
Equipment
Small appliances
Household goods <
i.e., wasubaskets, | !
linens, etc. |
Baby items
Toy,
1
cirts
;
i
i
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r ordered anything from i alog for- ycniself
_
If you have oidered from a catalog, how often" seldom occasionally;_ often
• Check any of the following articles that you have purchased through the catalogs:
Arr objects Auto supplies Baby item,; Books (non-text ) Clothing
Cosmetics Household gooJs_ Novelties Records School supplte
Small appliances Sports Equipment^ Toys
Tools Other (specify)
38. When ordering from a catalog do you prefer to: Visit the catalog de^k
Call the catalog desk
Send your order by mail_
Once the items have been ordered do you prefer to: Have them deliveied to the door by mail_
Pick them yp at the catalog desk
Other (specif/)
40. How long a time lapse do you think is acceptable between oideting and delivery? 2-3 days
4-5 days
More than 1 »
41. If you ha' ed an article ordered frotr
Misled by catalog description
Wrong ord".r sent and not acceptable_
Substitution made
Customer mistake in ordering
Ordered several like items to compare
42. Would you like t
certain dollar an
live a general merch indue catalog even if you knew it was necessary to purchs
each year? Yes No Depends on $ required?
43, When attending college, do you ha' i general merchandise catalog (such as Penney' s, Sea
44. Iiycuha'
: your own catalog(s) how do you generally obtain it (litem)?
From catalog desk
Sent to you unsolicited^
Ordered one
Given to you by some
45. If catalogs were available would you order. Never Seldom Occasionally Oftcn_
46. Do you think that you will use a catalog more in the future than you do now? Yes No
97
4?. If you have ordered from v
{1 being the highest)
Provides fast service
Offers more convenience^
Offeis better dollar value
alog, indicate why you chose tMr method of puwhasing by rsi-iking die top 3 r
Has a larger selection of goods_
Usually offers national repair se:
Not available in other places
Other (specify)
Goods not represanted accurately.
Time of arrival is not dependable
Order blanks are confusing
cafe why by ranking the top 3 i ((1 being highest).
Merchandise is not of the quality desired
You are not interested
You do not have access to catalogs
Other (specify)
49. Have you ever shopped through the catalogs first and then gone to the sto
Never Occasionally Often AlwayS_
) purchase the item?
50. Jf vo,j have shopped the catalogs first atjd then gone to the store, plea:
Prefer W see the article
Distrust descriptions
Dislike ordering from catalogs_
Find that catalog buying is impersonal^
Other (specify)
St. Would you purchase the following items as readily from a general niercnan<3ise
Dress coat
Sport coat
Spoit jacket
Yes No 1 Items
I
Yes No Items Yes | No j
Casual dress
! !
Spotting equipment
... .
+4—
1 .
i
j Formal wear
! | 1
1 | i Small appliances
j
i j
Shirt/Blouse
j I 1
Auto supplies
Suit
Sweaters
1
!
! Skirl
j
| Slips
i 1
Undcnvcar
4-.-j.Jl
i --LJ-
Household goods
i
Baby items
Toys
|
s„„.
| j
i Sleeps
1 1
I
;
cms
D"' d-
1 |
i
| 1
Books and/or
Records
98
"• If you answered "Yes" on any of (lie above items in the previous question would you check the m
More convenient Better information about product
Friends purchase from catalogs____ Better quality for money
Campus personalities purchase from catalogs Othur (specify)
^,3, If you wou ld not order an item from el catalog, would you check the main consideration below;
Catalog sizes do not always fit Friends do not order from catalogs
Prefer to try on if clothing, Not familiar with catalog buying
Prefer store with more stylish clothing Other (specify)
54. Have you ever used catalogs for any of the following reasons?
To obtain id.:as To compare catalog goods with store goods
To compare catalog prices with store prices To obtain information for buying at other establishn
To compare catalog prices with other catalog Just for reading
prices Other (specify)
APPENDIX C
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A study of the buying practices of college students
was made during the spring semester, 19&7 . A research sched-
ule was developed and administered in person to twenty-eight
married and 3ixty non-married, randomly selected, sophomore
and junior women at Kansas State University. The purpose of
the study was to find information relating to the buying
practices of college students with special emphasis on mail
order purchasing. The married students who participated in
this study lived with their husbands while both attended
college.
A statistical analysis was made of the responses using
contingency chi-square tests and a modified version of Fried-
man's nonparamatric test. The basic null hypothesis formu-
lated for this study was: there is no difference between the
practices of married and non-married students. Percentages
were obtained for all items in the research schedule.
Results of the study showed that more similarities
than differences exists between the married and the non-mar-
ried students. However some differences were noted. Married
students appeared to be more concerned about financial matters
and more careful consumers than single students. Husbands
and parents were the main source of income listed by married
students while single students usually listed parents. More
married students than single budgeted for all items and for
school expenses. Married students indicated that "have to"
was an important factor influencing their expenditures while
2single students listed "want to" more frequently. More mar-
ried students than single shopped in Manhattan.
Catalogs were used more frequently by married students
both for ordering and as a source of information for shopping.
Although college students used catalogs none of the students
in this study appeared to be completely enthusiastic about
them.
The interview questionnaire method was used in this
study. The investigator believes the method was well worth
the extra time involved because the personal contact with the
respondents gave the investigator a better understanding of
their answers. Information found in this study could be used
as a guide to future in-depth studies.
